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With a 1:800,000 scale (1cm to 8km), this road map featuresÃ‚Â five cityÃ‚Â and town plans, a

place name index, and a Faroe Islands insert.
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AA Publishing is the UK's largest travel publisher, with an extensive range of inspiring travel guides,
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Read most of all comments of Scandinavia maps before selecting this one.As someone says, it's a

good planning tool, covering all details but it's too big that no one can spread open to check in a

car.I use this one surely for a rough planning map, although one needs a very big table, or, just put

it on the floor.For real details, either Google map or the new Windows 10's maps will do a better

job.Never being an MS fan, but their maps downloaded into one's laptop, of any part of the world of

one's choice, is a real charm.The beauty of MS Windows 10 maps is, it can be viewed offline, which

means, one can check it on one's laptop at any place without internet.The only thing the off-line

viewing won't do is to show road constructions in real time.However, no paper map can achieve

that, I guess that's why we need GPS or digital ones.

The map is big, but because it covers such a large area, the detail lacks. It can be unwieldy.

However, this is the case on every road map I saw. I used it in conjunction with my GPS which



helped navigating in cities. I find it helpful to have a paper map just in case the GPS leads you

astray or fails. Bottom line, it's worth having and there are worse maps for sale

Good graphics, clear language, nice color combos.. Large size may be unwieldly. Provides good

sense of distances. Durable material and lamination.

Large, detailed map. Made of good quality, sturdy paper. Have not used it as a road map in

Scandinavia, so can't comment on that.

I won't be leaving for Scandinavia for a couple more weeks but the map has been very useful in

planning our drives from Copenhagen > Stockholm > Oslo > Gothenburg > Copenhagen. The map

provides all of the coverage we need for that trip plus enough detail to support all of the side trips

we want to make to smaller villages and islands

The map is extremely detailed and very well produced but, not knowing Swedish, it takes a little time

to orient myself. It will be very helpful for driving in Sweden when we travel there next year.

Comprehensive and readable, but so huge as to be unwieldy, especially in a car.

Very detailed which is what I was looking for. I think it will work best as a reference as it is large to

carry for traveling, but that is just what I wanted.
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